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1. Introduction

Recent origami design techniques have made possible the design of realistic
models. A modern realistic model with complex folds can represent the feature of
an object in detail. The circle/river method [Lan96, Meg94] is a powerful tool
for designing such complex origami models. This algorithm calculates the crease
pattern to fold a tree structure that represents the skeleton of the target object.
Another algorithm proposed by Tachi [Tac09] gives the crease pattern to fold an
arbitrary 3D shape of a topological disk. However, there are no practical design
tools suitable for simple origami models, which are made with a small number of
folds. Existing design algorithms usually result in a complicated crease pattern. It
seems that simple origami models are designed by a heuristic approach.

We proposed an enumeration based approach for exploring simple origami mod-
els [TMKF12]. By limiting the folding operations and the number of folds, 136, 284
different folded shapes were obtained with up to four times folds. In order to find,
from a set of obtained pieces, the pieces that look like the shape of something,
the pieces that are similar to an input polygon can be extracted by comparing the
contour of folded pieces and the input polygon. Although this enumeration based
approach can discover computer-generated origami models, the folding operations
and the number of folds are strictly limited due to combinatorial explosion.

To address this problem, we have proposed an interactive system for exploring
simple origami models by random generation of folded pieces [TMKF13]. The
key idea is to assist “the action of labeling” (“Mitate” in Japanese). The action of
labeling in origami is to recognize a folded shape as another object (such as animals,
insects, and flowers) because of its color and physical appearance. The system
generates origami pieces with several folds automatically, and displays them, so that
the user can focus on the labeling action. Every time the user requests another set of
pieces, different shapes appear, because the generation process includes randomness.
We could discover several origami models. However, the generation algorithm in
this prototype system cannot accommodate particular types of folds that have one
degree of freedom (DOF) and there was no discussion about discovered models.

This paper proposes an improved generation method. The previous system used
folds both with and without landmark points. A fold with landmark points refers
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Figure 1. Examples of the folds without and with DOF, respec-
tively: (a) a fold places a corner to another corner; (b) a fold places
a corner onto an edge of the paper

to a fold such as the corner-to-corner fold. A fold without landmark points refers to
a fold placed on a meaningless location. We add the fold that has one DOF, such
as a corner-to-edge fold. A corner-to-edge fold uses landmarks, but the location
has one DOF. This new generation method gives various folded pieces that do not
appear in the previous system. We also provide another generation method that
considers symmetry. The resultant folded shapes differ greatly and look similar to
human designed models. Finally, we discuss the models discovered by our system.
We introduce three characteristic groups that are easily recongnized.

2. Random Generation of Simple Folded Pieces

To generate a folded piece automatically, we randomly determine a fold, cal-
culate the folded shape, and repeat this process a given number of times. A fold
is composed of three parameters; the location of the fold, the folding direction
(mountain or valley), and the number of layers to be folded. The problem is how
to determine these parameters. Determining them completely at random will not
generate commonly used folds, such as the corner-to-corner fold. Thus, we limit
these parameters to generate meaningful folded pieces as if made by a human.

2.1. Location of Fold. The location of a fold is described by a combination
of points and lines. Initially, an unfolded origami paper has four corner points and
four edges. We randomly choose a required number of landmarks. For example, we
pick two points at random in the case of the fold that places a point onto another
point.

Our previous system [TMKF13] used the 6th Huzita-Justin axiom [Huz91,
Jus91] and the random sliding of a fold. All the creases were obtained by the 6th
axiom that places point p1 onto line l1 and point p2 onto line l2. The obtained fold
was slid in a random direction in the last n-steps. This random sliding simulates
judgementfold (Gurai − ori in Japanese), which is a folding operation that does
not use any references. This folding often appears in later folding steps in the
artists’ model. Although we could find new origami models (shown in Section 5),
this method cannot deal with a fold that has one DOF, such as the corner-to-edge
fold. Figure 1 shows examples of a fold with no DOF and a fold with one DOF.

Instead of randomly sliding the folds, we add the following three operations
that have one DOF as shown in Figure 2:

S1: Fold a line x which passes through a given point A.
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Figure 2. Folds with one DOF: (a) a fold that passes through
a point; (b) a fold that is perpendicular to a line; (c) a fold that
places a point onto a line

S2: Fold a line x which is perpendicular to a given line l.
S3: Fold a line x which places a given point A onto a given line l.

These operations are three of the five one-fold alignments of points and lines de-
scribed by Alperin and Lang [AL09]. Although any line in the plane has three
degrees of freedom to be specified, these use only one DOF. Hence, we randomly
determine the remaining parameter when we use these operations. The remaining
parameter is an angle in the case of S1 and a location on an edge in the cases of S2

and S3. Note that several Huzita-Justin axioms may have two or more solutions,
but we assume that the folds have no DOF because the solutions are discrete.

2.2. Folding Direction and the Number of Layers to be Folded. The
folding techniques used in our system are simple valley folds and mountain folds.
We randomly choose one of these.

After a location of the fold and a folding direction have been determined, we
determine the number of layers to be folded. First, we choose a number from 1 to
m at random. m is the total number of layers at the current state. Then, we try
to fold m layers from the top in the case of valley folds. There are cases where
we cannot fold m layers together when the fold intersects with existing creases,
because faces adjacent to the existing creases must be folded at the same time.
In such cases, we fold them together with the next layer and repeat this until we
obtain a valid shape. Whether the fold is valid or not can be checked by testing
the flat foldability for the inner vertices. The resultant folded shape is globally
flat-foldable as long as we fold the paper from the top-most layer. We perform the
same process from the bottom-most layer in the case of a mountain fold.

3. Random Generation of Symmetric Pieces

Here we describe another generation method that considers symmetry. This
generation method is an extension of the simple folded piece generation we described
above. We add another parameter, that is, the type of the symmetry axis. The
symmetry axis has two types: book and diagonal (Figure 3). We randomly choose
one of these at the very beginning of the generation process.

We use multiple folds or the squash fold to make symmetric shapes in one
folding step. Both folding operations are calculated based on a single fold. The
determination of which folding operation to use is depends on a positional relation-
ship between a fold and symmetry axis. This relation can be categorized according
to whether they intersect. Figure 4 shows a case where they do not intersect. The
figure shows the right half of the square paper. If the flaps folded by an obtained
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(a) Book (b) Diagonal

Figure 3. Two types of symmetry

Figure 4. An entire folding operation that has two simple folds.
The folds do not intersect the symmetry axis.

Figure 5. An entire folding operation becomes squash fold when
the fold intersects with the symmetry axis.

fold intersect the symmetry axis, the flaps are folded again by the axis. Thus the
entire folding operation has at most two simple folds.

Figure 5 shows a case of intersection. The flaps folded by an obtained fold
intersect the symmetry axis, except for the case of the fold that is perpendicular to
the axis. The folded part is folded back by the axis, and then, folded back again
by the bisector of the angle between the axis and its edge so that the edge lies
on the axis. The entire folding operation becomes a squash fold. If the fold is
perpendicular to the axis, the entire folding becomes a simple horizontal fold.

The folded shape keeps symmetry as long as we use the above two folding
operations. Note that these are not the only way to maintain the folded shapes’
symmetry.
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Figure 6. Interface of our system.

4. Our Proposed System

Our system generates dozens of folded pieces and displays them simultaneously.
Figure 6 shows the interface of the system. The user chooses one of the displayed
pieces if it looks like a desirable shape such as an animal. The system generates
different shapes every time the user requests another set of pieces. The user can
perform the following operations:

• Change the number of folds
• Request another set of pieces
• Rotate, turn over, or change the color of paper
• Label the selected piece and see its diagram
• Register the labeled piece to an online database server
• Set the initial state of the generation process

The last user operation changes the initial state of the generation process. The
user can choose the initial state from the diagram. In other words, the first n steps
can be fixed by the user.

5. Results

We implemented our system as a Flash application with Action Script. The on-
line origami model database is implemented by MySQL and PHP. Our experiment
revealed that a folded piece to be labeled appears after between 10 and 20 retrials
on average. The computation time increases exponentially with the number of folds
because the number of layers is approximately doubled by a single mountain fold
or valley fold. Our system runs in real time on a PC with Intel Core i7 2.6 GHz
CPU with the settings of six folds and twenty pieces. Figure 7 is an example model
that we found.

We have also tried to find pieces that resemble existing origami models de-
signed by origami artists. Figure 8 shows a well-known simple origami model “2
fold Santa” designed by Paula Versnick [Ver], an origami piece generated by our
new generation method that includes folds with one DOF, and an origami piece
generated by previous method using random sliding. The first fold of Paula’s Santa
is made by placing a corner onto nearly the middle point of the edge. This fold
has one DOF. The folds with one DOF makes the folded shape neatly and easier
to fold in comparison with those that have two DOF. Our new generation method
generates more attractive origami pieces.
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Figure 7. Auto-generated diagram of manatee.

(a) 2 fold santa (b) With one DOF fold (c) Without one DOF fold

Figure 8. Comparison of Paula Versnick’s 2 fold santa [Ver] and
generated pieces with and without one DOF fold.

Figure 9 shows models stored in the online database. These models were gen-
erated by the previous generation method we briefly discussed in Section 2.1. We
found that there were similar models, and have extracted three interesting groups.
The first row in Figure 9 shows there are three bird models. The paper is folded
in half into a triangle in the first step, and the corner becomes the beak of a bird.
The second group is hooded persons and four models are included, as seen in the
second row. The inside-out representation is used in these models. Inside-out is a
technique that uses both sides of the origami paper and is often used for penguins,
pandas, and texture of zebras. This technique is useful for both simple and com-
plex origami. In simple origami, the inside-out technique enables a wide range of
expression with a smaller number of folds. The third group contains two boats and
a yacht. Boats and yachts are very typical objects in simple origami. We often see
these kinds of models in origami books for children. The inside-out representation
is also used in the yacht model. We could not find any characteristics for the mod-
els in the fourth or later lines. In other words, these models are rare and hard to
discover.

We held a workshop for four small children aged from 5 to 7 years. After
10 minutes of instruction, each child could find about 7 models in 40 minutes.
Figure 10 shows four of the discovered models. Our exploring system was enjoyable
for the small children. However, several steps in the auto-generated diagram are
difficult to understand due to the lack of annotation and of distortions that indicate
the relationships between the layers.

Figure 11 shows four examples of symmetric models generated by the method
we mentioned in Section 3. These models were obtained by two times symmetric
folding. Note that a single symmetric folding may contain multiple folds. These
models seem as if they could have been designed by humans. Considering symmetry
is effective for generating well-arranged folded pieces. Adding other rules will be
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(a) 4 fold Bird (b) 6 fold Penguin (c) 4 fold Swan

(d) 3 fold Profile of
Mother Teresa

(e) 4 fold Sister (f) 3 fold Sister (g) 3 fold Red hood

(h) 5 fold Boat (i) 4 fold Boat (j) 5 fold Yacht

(k) 4 fold Dog’s face (l) 3 fold Dog (m) 5 fold Old dog (n) 6 fold Rhino

(o) 4 fold Pencil (p) 6 fold Wallet (q) 5 fold Tie (r) 4 fold Rhino
warning sign

(s) 3 fold Cicada (t) 3 fold Grasshop-
per

(u) 4 fold Rose (v) 6 fold Mask

Figure 9. Example models stored in the online database

an interesting challenge; for example, considering rotation symmetry may generate
a lot of flowers.
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(a) Bird (b) Otter (c) Whale (d) Penguin

Figure 10. Example models discovered by small children

(a) Rocket (b) Circus tent (c) Japanese impe-
rial palace’s dolls

(d) Japanese court
lady wearing a cere-
monial kimono

Figure 11. Examples of obtained by the generation of pieces with
symmetry

6. Conclusion

We have proposed an interactive exploration system for simple flat origami.
Our system generates folded pieces with a specified number of folds, and displays
them. The user can discover new computer generated origami models by labeling
them, without folding a physical sheet of paper. Folding techniques used in our
system are limited to the simple valley fold and mountain fold, or the squash fold.
Adding other folding techniques such as reverse folds would increase the variety of
folded shapes.

Folds that have one DOF have now been added. These folds enable neat shapes
than the previous system. Note that it is necessary to perform a quantitative
evaluation to determine which method generates more meaningful and recognizable
pieces.

The action of labeling in origami may be an interesting research topic. Our
results showed that there are characteristic shapes which are easy to recognize.
Avoiding the folds used to generate those shapes will lead to the discovery of dif-
ferent models. In our system, the labeling depends on a person. If we obtain a
large number of labeled origami pieces, automatic labeling of simple origami may
be possible by artificial intelligence.
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